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Preliminary remark:
The deliverable is presenting the implementation of WP2 by all the partners. Unfortunately, due to
some issues with its IT partner, one beneficiary of the WP wasn’t able to implement the entire task
until now. This deliverable thus reports the work done so far and will be updated before the end of
2017.
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I.

Introduction

High Integration of Research Monographs in the European Open Science infrastructure (HIRMEOS)
will improve five important publishing platforms for the open access monographs in the Social
Sciences and the Humanities and enhance their technical capacities and services, rendering
technologies and content interoperable and embedding them fully into the European Open
Science Cloud. Although several projects, especially in Europe, pursue the aim of publishing Open
Access research monographs, nonetheless not enough has been done yet to integrate Open
Access monographs into the open science ecosystem in a systematic and coordinated fashion. The
project focuses on the monograph as a significant mode of scholarly communication in the Social
Sciences and the Humanities and tackles the main obstacles of the full integration of important
platforms supporting open access monographs and their contents.
In that context, the first major technical improvement will be Identification Services (WP2). WP2
will enable publishing platforms to add unique identifiers to documents (DOI) and their authors
(ORCID) and link them to research projects (Fundref).
Attributing DOI to books, which are normally identified through the traditional ISBN system, will
allow crosslinking to and from other publications and data through crosslinking services such as
Crossref.
Currently, bibliographical references to the books and within the books published online don’t
have links, and require the readers to check in a search engine if the reference can be accessed
online and where. Enabling crosslinking on books, HIRMEOS project will facilitate users navigating
between documents and between documents and data.
Furthermore, ISBNs identify books but not book chapters. DOI can be attributed to book chapters,
and at an even lower level of granularity (figures, tables). The granularity achieved by precise
citation increases both efficiency (through saving users’ time) and impact (through vastly
improved discoverability and exploitation of content).

II.

Description of the technologies
A. DOI

DOI Digital Object Identifier technology provides a unique digital identifier and an actionable,
interoperable, persistent link for any object. DOI technology is actionable – through use of
identifier syntax and network resolution mechanism (Handle System®). It is persistent – through
combination of supporting improved handle infrastructure (registry database, proxy support, etc.)
and social infrastructure (obligations by Registration Agencies). It is interoperable – through use of
a data model providing semantic interoperability and grouping mechanisms. DOI has a governance
structure: IDF, a US « not for profit » organization and is standardized as: ISO 26324, Information
and Documentation — Digital Object Identifier System (2012)
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B. ORCID
ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) is a nonproprietary alphanumeric code to uniquely
identify scientific and other academic authors. This addresses the problem that a particular
author's contributions to the scientific literature or publications in the humanities can be hard to
recognize as most personal names are not unique, they can change (such as with marriage), have
cultural differences in name order, contain inconsistent use of first-name abbreviations and
employ different writing systems. It provides a persistent identity for humans, similar to that
created for content-related entities on digital networks by digital object identifiers (DOIs).The
ORCID organization offers an open and independent registry intended to be the de facto standard
for contributor identification in research and academic publishing.

C. Funding Data (previously Fundref)
Funding data provides a standard way to report funding sources for published scholarly research.
Publishers deposit funding information from articles and other content using a standard taxonomy
of funder names. This funding data is then made publicly available through Crossref's search
interfaces and APIs for funders and other interested parties to analyze. The Open Funder Registry
provides a taxonomy of standardized funder names.

III.

Description of the platforms
A. ΕΚΤ

Funded by structural funds and their own funds, the ePublishing service of the National
Documentation Centre, Greece, offers advanced e-infrastructures and related services to
institutional publishers in Greece (universities, research centers, scholarly societies and memory
institutions) to publish peer-reviewed journals, proceedings and monographs in the Social Sciences
and the Humanities. EKT ePublishing service works with Open Monograph Press for monographs.
EKT’s ePublishing service (http://epublishing.ekt.gr)
EKT ePublishing was developed by the National Documentation Centre of Greece (EKT) with an
aim to provide open access to scholarly eJournals, eBooks and eProceedings, as well as a range of
integrated publishing services to the country's academic community.
Currently ePublishing hosts more than 20 peer-reviewed academic eJournals (thousands of open
access articles) in various categories and dozens of eBooks and eProceedings. The integrated
ePublishing environment has been developed with open source interoperable technology. The
platform also hosts publications of accredited publishers from Greece.
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•

Technical specifications

The EKT’s ebooks platform (http://ebooks.epublishing.ekt.gr) is based on Public Knowledge
Project’s (PKP) (https://pkp.sfu.ca/) Open Monograph Press (OMP) (https://pkp.sfu.ca/omp/)
product.
OMP is an open source software (https://github.com/pkp/omp) developed by the Public
Knowledge Project (PKP) for managing the editorial workflow required to see monographs, edited
volumes and, scholarly editions through internal and external review, editing, cataloguing,
production, and publication. OMP can operate, as well, as a press website with catalog,
distribution, and sales capacities.
The technology used by the development team is PHP for the front end and the server side
components. Currently we are running our eBooks platform (eBooks.epublishing.ekt.gr) using
MySQL Database, on an Apache web server. OMP natively supports the use of PostgreSQL as well,
and, as with any PHP application, can be hosted on any Web Server that supports PHP (for
example ngix)
The current release of OMP is the version 1.2 (https://github.com/pkp/omp/tree/omp-stable1_2_0)

B. Göttingen University Press
GUP is the self-contained publishing facility of the Georg August University, Göttingen. It publishes
books from scholars who are associated with the Göttingen University. The online version (PDF) of
the publications are open access, the printed version can be purchased and ordered via shopping
cart on the website, via local bookseller or via any online bookseller.
•

Technical Specifications

The website is based on Dspace 5.6 repository software (written in java) including the Cocoon
XML-Publishing-Framework on the Frontend and Postgresql database on the backend. Search and
browse indexes are implemented with Solr engine. The system offers REST, OAI PMH 2.0 and
SWORD 1.3.1 interfaces.

C. OAPEN
The OAPEN Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation based in the Netherlands, with its
registered office at the National Library in The Hague. OAPEN is dedicated to open access, peerreviewed books. OAPEN operates two platforms, the OAPEN Library (www.oapen.org), a central
repository for hosting and disseminating OA books, and the Directory of Open Access Books
(DOAB, www.doabooks.org), a discovery service for OA books. We work with publishers to build a
quality-controlled collection of open access books, and provide services for publishers, libraries
and research funders in the areas of dissemination, quality assurance and digital preservation.
OAPEN's goals are:
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•

to build a branded collection of open access peer-reviewed titles;

•

to increase the visibility and retrievability of high-quality publications;

•

to promote open access book publishing.

OAPEN (Open Access Publishing in European Networks) was developed as a 30-month targeted
project co-funded by the EU in its eContentplus-program (2008-2010). The goal of the project was
to achieve a sustainable publication model for academic books in humanities and social sciences
and to improve the visibility and usability of high quality academic research in Europe. After the
close of the project, OAPEN continued its activities as a foundation.
OAPEN Foundation was established by the University of Amsterdam (UvA), the University of
Leiden (UL), the University library of Utrecht University (UU), the Netherlands Academy of
Sciences (KNAW), the National Library of the Netherlands (KB) and Amsterdam University Press
(AUP).
•

Technical Specifications

The OAPEN Library is a platform for full text dissemination of Open Access books. The Library
consists of an online platform on top of a repository infrastructure.
The online platform is created using eXtensible Text Framework (XTF), an open source system
developed and maintained by the California Digital Library (CDL). XTF indexes, queries, and
displays digital objects – such as PDF and XML documents – using Lucene as its internal search
engine. XTF is capable of indexing both XML and PDF, therefore an integrated web publication
environment for searching and presenting the metadata and full text (XML and PDF files) can be
created.
The documents in the OAPEN Library are stored in a repository (ARNO), where the metadata is
based on the Dublin Core standards. This enables the connection to other institutional
repositories. Currently, a new version of the library is being built, where the frontend is based on a
combination of XTF and Drupal, and the backend will be based on a relational Oracle database.
At this moment, the OAPEN Library contains description of books and of chapters. Part of the
available metadata are publisher created Digital object identifiers and author ORCiD. Funders are
described according to the OpenAIRE standards. However, FundRef (Funding Data) IDs are not part
of the metadata. In order to facilitate usage by libraries and their suppliers, the metadata is made
available through several data feeds, including ONIX 3.0 and MARC21. Furthermore, the
descriptions are available through OAI-PMH.

D. OpenEdition
OpenEdition Books is a web platform for books in the humanities and social sciences. More than
half of them are available in Open Access. Additional services are available through subscribing
libraries and institutions.
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•

Technical Specifications

OpenEdition Books is based on Lodel Content Management System, and Core, which includes a set
of APIs and Solr searching engine with indexed Lodel data. Lodel and Core use PHP5 programming
language and Mysql Database on backend.

IV. Implementation Description
A. EKT
ORCID
a) Improvements
•

Author Database enrichment

The addition of the ORCID metadata for the author database table and the user interface related
changes had already been made by PKP by the time the development started. EKT used the
resources available to upgrade its OMP platform to the version 1.2, which was implementing the
feature.
The feature is now available on the production platform ebooks.epublishing.ekt.gr (Image 1)
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Image 1
The ORCID metadata is inserted to the database exactly as described in the WP2 technical
specifications (WP2 first deliverable).
•

ORCID Validation

The described feature adds the tools necessary for the user to be able to check if the given ORCID
corresponds effectively to a researcher. A clickable button has been added on the top of the
contributor form (Image 3), which allows for the ORCID API to use the given ORCID to provide the
ebooks platform with this ORCID profile’s first name and family name if they exist. (Image 3)
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Image 2
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Image 3
An appropriate message is displayed if the user provides an ORCID that does not exist. (Image 4)
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Image 4
Diagram 1 shows the use case of the validation process of ORCID field.
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Diagram 1
•

Display ORCID Link to profile

In the context of the HIRMEOS project, EKT has developed a feature that provides each
monograph’s view page with a link to the author’s ORCID account, if the author has chosen to give
that metadata. Image 5 displays that feature on the production platform of ebooks.
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Image 5
•

ORCID Authentication

During the WP2 of the HIRMEOS project, EKT has incorporated an ORCID authentication
mechanism, so that already registered users that have provided their ORCID to ebooks platform to
be able to login to ebooks by using their ORCID credentials.
Image 6 shows the database tables that are responsible for maintaining the User entity data.
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Image 6
For the purpose of the current service, a new user_settings setting_name [orcidAuth] has been
introduced. It is filled only if the ORCID authentication process is successful and a user with a
corresponding ORCID or email address already exists.
Image 7 shows the added button at the login form, that will enable the user to use the ORCID
authentication process.
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Image 7
Authentication process uses the public ORCID API, which, in turn uses a eBooks callback page upon
success. Diagram 2 shows that process.

Diagram 2
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b) Validation
Taking into account the WP2 Technical Specifications as described at the WP2 first deliverable, as
well as the previous sections of the current document (a. implementation), all features have been
implemented, exactly as described. (see Images and diagrams).
Production
URLs
for
the
improvements
could
be
http://ebooks.epublishing.ekt.gr/index.php/historein/catalog/book/5
and
http://ebooks.epublishing.ekt.gr/index.php/historein/login. Some features like the author ORCID
metadata update and the ORCID validation, can be found in managerial pages of the platform.
(should have an administrative account to access)

c) Deviations
None.

d) Code Base
The above described features have been incorporated in the code of two separate Plugins:
Features (2), (4) have been added to the ORCID Profile Plugin
(https://github.com/pkp/orcidProfile), and more specifically to
https://github.com/defstat/orcidProfile/tree/hirmeos_orcid branch.
Part of the development was also the porting of the above plugin to OMP1.2. The code is publicly
available for the community to use and extend.
Feature
(3)
has
been
added
to
the
orcidProfileLink
Plugin
(https://github.com/defstat/orcidProfileLink) which has been developed and ported to OMP by
EKT for the needs of HIRMEOS Project. The code is publicly available for the community to use and
extend.

2.

DOI
a) Improvements

•

File level implementation of DOI

The addition File level implementation of DOI had already been made by PKP by the time the
development started. EKT used the resources available to upgrade its OMP platform to the version
1.2, which was implementing the feature.
The feature is now available on the production platform ebooks.epublishing.ekt.gr (Image 8)
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Image 8
•

Display of DOI

During the HIRMEOS WP2, EKT has provided the monograph’s view page with the display of the
monograph’s DOI. Image 9 indicates that change.
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Image 9
•

DOI Deposit

One of the main improvements of the ebooks platform during the HIRMEOS WP2 has been the
DOI Deposit of the monographs DOIs by using the Crossref’s API. Diagram 3 shows the process
that has been followed in order to deposit a DOI to Crossref.
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Diagram 3
Image 10 shows the newly created import/export plugin for OMP that is responsible for DOI
deposits, while Image 11 is a screenshot of the administrative tool that shows and deposits the
monographs DOIs.

Image 10
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Image 11
The tool creates an XML file, that in turn is being used by Crossref API. (Image 12)
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Image 12

b) Validation
The process of depositing DOIs by using the Crossref API follows the Technical Specifications of the
Hirmeos WP2 first deliverable.

c) Deviations
There have been deviations regarding the DOI level that was displayed and deposited by the
eBooks platform. Even though the initially planned implementation proposed that the DOI be
displayed and deposited at file level, the lack of the same features for the high level and more
important monograph’s DOI, convinced EKT to choose to manage these high level DOIs.
These deviations are clear between the current document and the Technical Specifications WP2
deliverable (first deliverable)

d) Code Base
The addition of the above features required major changes both on the Crossref import/export
plugin and on the OMP’s main code. All the changes have been sent for review by PKP and can be
found at https://github.com/defstat/omp/tree/crossref-register-book. The code is publicly
available for the community to use and extend.
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3.

Funding Data (FundRef)
a) Improvements

•

Metadata field addition

EKT has improved OMP in order to have the ability to add funding information metadata to
submissions (monographs only). The tool that is being used allows the creator of a submission to
choose a funding source from a list and add the grant number for the funding. Image 13 displays
those choices.

Image 13
Upon typing something in the Funder text field, the FundRef API is being called to retrieve the
available funders, and a list is displayed (Image 14).
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Image 14
Now the user can select a funder.
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Image 15
The user then insert a grand number, and clicks save. (Image 16)

Image 16
A new row has been added to the Funders grid of the submission. (Image 17)
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Image 17
The implementation required the addition of 1 database table, that is created upon enabling the
plugin. Diagram 3 shows that table.

Diagram 3
•

Display of Fundref metadata

If a monograph has funding data, then the monograph view page displays that data. (Image 18)
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Image 18

b) Validation
All the proposed features have been added to the eBooks platform, with different technical
approaches than the ones defined in the Technical Specification deliverable of WP2 (first
deliverable). First, a new table has been introduced, and not existing ones are being used to save
the Funding information, as it was described. Secondly the control for inserting the Funder is more
detailed than that described. Lastly, more Funders can be introduced for a single monograph,
possibility that was not described.

c) Deviations
None.

d) Code Base
The development depends on the fundRef plugin (https://github.com/ajnyga/fundRef), which was
ported to OMP for the needs of HIRMEOS WP2 project. The changes involved can be found
https://github.com/defstat/fundRef/tree/hirmeos-omp-changes. The code is publicly available for
the community to use and extend.
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B. Gottingen University Press
ORCID
a) Improvements
Authors cannot publish their books in GUP directly. They submit their manuscripts to the editors.
After completion of the design, layout and a possible peer review assessment, the editorial staff
then presents the book online.
Until now authors have been identified and disambiguated by GND (a special identifier of the
German National Library). However, GND is only used in Germany. In order to provide authors
with globally valid and well-known IDs, it is preferably to use ORCID. For this purpose, the GUP
publishing system has been improved to include support for editorial staff by automatically finding
and saving the ORCID of the authors of a book.
Two scenarios are possible:
1) Authors of a new book have to be identified.
2) The GND of already identified authors has to be replaced by ORCID.
Scenario 1.
In the metadata form of the submission workflow a "Lookup" button is implemented next to each
author. After entering the name a search in the ORCID registry can be triggered.
Screenshot 1.1: Lookup option for authors
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Clicking “Lookup” sends a search request with the entered name to the ORCID registry and
presents the hit list.
Screenshot 1.2: Search person in ORCID registry

Selecting a name in the list gives a link to the ORCID profile of the person. The editor identifies the
author based on the publicly available profile information in ORCID.
Screenshot 1.3: Identify person by ORCID
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The „Add This Person“-button offers the possibility to save the ORCID for the selected person.
Scenario 2.
Within the edit module the editor sees the saved ID pertaining to the author.
This ID cannot be changed manually. The overwriting of the GND by ORCID is possible only via the
“Lookup” Button.
Screenshot 1.4: Overwrite GND by ORCID

The assignment and saving of the ORCID proceeds as described in Scenario 1.
In both scenarios, there is a direct communication with the ORCID registry which goes on as
follows:

Diagram 1.1: GUP-ORCID communication

b) Validation
Requirements set in WP2 Tech Spec (Excerpt):
Use Case 1:
When describing a publication during the submission process creators registered by ORCID have to
be identified via ORCID ID.
Use Case 2:
Members of the publishing staff with special permissions have to be given the possibility to change
the ID of creators.
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Diagram 1.2: ORCID Identification (HI21-tech-spec.)
Screenshots 1.1-1.4 and diagram 1.1 show that the implementation meets the requirements of the
Use Cases and Sequence Diagram.
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Requirements set in WP2 Tech Spec (Excerpt):
ORCID based services
1) Browsing by and searching for creators will be based on IDs and not on names, i.e.
persons with the same name but different IDs are listed separately.
2) On the book page, the feature “more publications from this/these author(s)/editor(s)”
can be offered. (Publications in GUP only.)
3) In special lists of persons (for example: browsing by creators, “editorial board” etc.) the
ORCID ID will be presented explicitly next to the name and linked to the public ORCID
data of the person.
4) Optionally: Public ORCID data can be fetched, and they can be offered on the book
page under “About these author(s)”.
ORCID based services
Alongside the names of all identified authors, information icons linked to the authors' profiles are
displayed. The icons of links to different profiles are distinguished by different colours.
Examples
https://www.univerlag.unigoettingen.de/handle/3/Regular_publications/browse?rpp=20&sort_by=-1&type=author&etal=1&starts_with=S&order=ASC
https://doi.org/10.17875/gup2012-442
The realization of the ORCID based services 1. to 3. can be verified by the given examples
mentioned at the end of 1.1. As for 4., this functionality had originally been planned only
optionally. Experience shows that the public data of researchers in ORCID are very often empty.
Consequently, in most cases there is no information about the authors that could be shown. For
this reason, we do not implement this feature.

c) Deviations
None.

d) Code Base
GUP is based on the repository software DSpace which includes the ORCID Lookup feature as
described above from version 5. Because GUP previously used version 3.2 the actual work for the
realization of the improvements was to update the existing software to version 5.6.
The code source of the ORCID implementation is part of the code publicly available at
https://github.com/subugoe/univerlag.
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DOI
a) Improvements
In the past, publications in GUP had been identified and persistently addressable and citable via
PURLs. Now GUP uses also Crossref DOIs for these purposes and offers them on the website. DOIs
are better known and more accepted by researchers.
•

DOI generation and allocation for registration

For existing publications, new DOIs have been generated and registered via shell script.
For new publications, the GUP publishing system automatically creates a DOI at submission time.
When an editor launches the workflow for a new publication, in the first step the system
generates a DOI and displays it.
Screenshot 2.1: automatic DOI generation in the first publishing workflow step

So, the DOI is known at the beginning of the publication process and can be inserted into the book
if desired.
After completion of the submission, the new book is public and the corresponding DOI is marked
for registration in Crossref. It takes a certain time until the DOI is registered, and meanwhile the
new publication is shown with PURL. The DOI appears on the book page only when its registration
is successfully accomplished.
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For the internal overview of DOIs and their registration status the database has been extended by
a separate table “doi” illustrated here:

Diagram 2.1: DOI Table
The status code indicates if a DOI
a. is successfully registered [ 3]
b. is marked for registration [ 1]
c. is marked for update [10]
•

DOI registration

The DOI registration process is done by a shell script running three times per day as cronjob.
The shell script performs the following tasks for all publications marked for DOI registration or
update:
1. It creates metadata for content submission in XML-Format according to the Crossref XSD
schema.
2. It submits the XML file as first registration or update depending on the status code via http
post request to the CrossRef REST API.
3. In the case of a successful registration/update it changes the status code in the DOI table
to 3.

b) Validation
Requirements set in WP2 Tech Spec (Excerpt)
To any new publication a DOI should be automatically assigned.
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1. At the beginning of the submission process the system creates a DOI stored as a special
metadata.
2. With the completion of the submission the given DOI is marked in the database for
registration to Crossref.
3. The registration of new DOIs will be done via cronjob three times per day via Crossref
deposit API.
4. Show linked DOI on the publication page.
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Diagram 2.1: DOI generation (HI21-tech-spec.)
The described implementation details show that the DOI generation and registration is fully
consistent with the requirements and the sequence diagram.
Example for DOI shown on the book page: https://doi.org/10.17875/gup2017-1031

c) Deviations
None.
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d) Code Base
DOI generation and allocation for registration by Crossref:
The source code is publicly available on:
https://github.com/subugoe/univerlag/commit/f993d3b2fbfdbeccbb95d922d6c727cd94decbf8#di
ff-c953cf564908f0053a1b320e5f3d6373
The shell scripts for content submission and the DOI registration are not public because they
contain sensitive data and are highly dependent on internal structures.

Funding Data (FundRef)
a) Improvements
Now GUP collects sponsorship information about publications. Funders are identified through the
DOI of the publications based on the FundRef registry of Crossref. The information collected is
then saved in a dedicated field in the local database. Funder resources are reported on the book
page and the funders are linked to their publication lists in Crossref FundRef search.
•

Collecting funder data for publications

The metadata schema of publication is extended by the “sponsorship” field. This field is included
in the submission metadata form with autocomplete functionality. When editors start to fill in the
name of the sponsor (minimum 4 characters) a list of possible names containing the filled in
characters appears.
Screenshot 3.1: Autocomplete list of funder names appears by entering minimum 4 characters

The presented choice list is based on the FundRef funders list. The current funders list is publicly
available for download at https://github.com/Crossref/open-funder-registry.
This list is downloaded by GUP in rdf-format, transformed in an appropriate XML representation
and saved. The local funders list is updated every fourth month per script running as cronjob.
Entering text in the sponsorship field of the metadata submission form triggers the loading of the
local funder list via JavaScript.
Selected sponsors can be accepted by clicking the name in the list.
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•

Publication’s funder data deposit in CrossRef

The metadata generated for the content submission in the first step of the DOI Registration (see
2.2) have been enhanced with funder data. Therefore the funder data deposit for publications in
Crossref is included in the DOI registration implementation.
•

Reporting funder data on the book page

Sponsors of publication are listed on the book page under the “details” tab. They are linked to the
list of publications in FundRef search.
Example: https://doi.org/10.17875/gup2006-305

b) Validation
Requirements set in WP2 Tech Spec (Excerpt)
1. Use Case
Publishers should be given the possibility to identify sponsors of publications via fundRef.
2. The publication sponsored by a selected funder will be marked for submission in crossref.
The registration will be done via cronjob later.
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Diagram 3.1: Submit funder data to publication in crossref (HI21-tech-spec.)
The use cases are clearly fulfilled by the implementation.
Requirements set in WP2 Tech Spec (Excerpt)
FundRef based services:
1. Funder will be presented on the book page linked to all publications in GUP sponsored
by him.
2. Optionally a further link to the fundRef publication list of the given funder (via fundRef
search) can be placed close to the presented funder name.
Although the implementation does not accord with diagram 3.1, the funder data are deposited in
FundRef. For explanation see deviations 3.3.
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c) Deviations
Funding data can be deposited to Crossref in two ways:
a. as stand alone deposit which updates the metadata of already registered publications
b. or as part of the content submission by DOI content registration.
Funder data for new publications are collected in GUP in the submission workflow. Therefor all
funder data are available at DOI registration time (i.e. after submission completion). It is much
simpler to deposit funder data included in content submission by DOI registration than to
implement an additional stand alone deposit.

d) Code Base
The source code for the autocomplete feature is publicly available at
https://github.com/subugoe/univerlag/commit/fab690c73e4f06e0df61f013d7244ae6592bd781#d
iff-d2a147310ed200c73a5978baebf60e19

C. OAPEN
Summary
The OAPEN Library is a platform for full text dissemination of Open Access books, currently
containing both books and chapters. This report describes the proposed technical changes that are
part of the HIRMEOS project. However, at the same time the back-office part of the OAPEN Library
has been undergoing a severe makeover. It was decided to build the new features into the
updated infrastructure (called OAPEN 2.0).
The development of the OAPEN 2.0 infrastructure - planned to be available in the spring of 2017 was delayed by technical challenges. Those challenges are not directly associated to the HIRMEOS
project, but are linked to the several automated content updates with several partners, among
them are FWF, Amsterdam University Press and Göttingen University Press.
Another setback was the unavailability due to illness of the lead developer of OAPEN’s IT partner.
This has several consequences:
•

The OAPEN 2.0 environment is only available in a test environment. Part of the changes for
the HIRMEOS project have been built.

•

Large scale updates to the content of the OAPEN Library are also not possible at this
moment. This affects the ORCID updates.

•

The full implementation of WP2 will be achieved before December 2017.
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ORCID
For the HIRMEOS project, the following changes were proposed:
•

Lookup functionality to assign existing ORCIDs to authors indexed in the OAPEN Library

•

Export the ORCIDs as part of the metadata

a) Lookup functionality
The screen prints of the OAPEN 2.0 environment below display how an ORCID can be found and
assigned to the metadata. This is not part of the current working environment.

Creation of a new record
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Look-up feature and display on book page (testing environment)
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b) Exporting ORCID data
Exporting ORCID data is not part of the current working environment, but is planned in the new
OAPEN 2.0 infrastructure. As most exports are working with a column based format (CSV, TSV,
Excel), this amounts to adding another column, containing the ORCID data.

Funding registry
The current working environment already allows to record funder information in such a way that it
enables metadata export compliant to the OpenAIRE requirements. The required metadata can be
added to the records in the OAPEN Library, and is made available as an OAI-PMH set.

As per the GA, using CrossRef’s Funding registry data is planned in the new OAPEN 2.0
infrastructure.

DOI
For the HIRMEOS project, the following changes were planned:
•

connect to the DOI API to register publication metadata to CrossRef and assign DOIs to
books and chapters.

•

assign, export and display DOIs at chapter and book level in an automatic fashion.

•

retroactively assign DOIs to publications lacking DOIs.
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a) OAPEN as DOI registrant
OAPEN has become a “Sponsoring Member” of CrossRef, enabling us to assign DOIs, based on the
prefix 10.26530.

b) Automated DOI registration
A first step of implementation, based on former developments, is using XML submission for
registration of DOIs. However, automated assignment of DOIs through the dedicated Crossref’s
API is planned in the new OAPEN 2.0 infrastructure.

c) Retroactively assigning DOIs
OAPEN has retroactively assigned 2008 DOIs to books and chapters in the OAPEN Library. This did
not include titles by Göttingen University Press (currently over 280 titles). This HIRMEOS partner
has assigned DOIs using its own specific prefix. Those DOIs will also be made available via the
OAPEN Library.
Due to the absence of the lead developer of our IT-partner it was not possible to automatically
update the metadata of 1998 records in the OAPEN Library. The rest of the retro-assignment has
to be done manually for the moment.

D. OpenEdition
ORCID
a) Improvements
Since mid-July 2017, as the result of HIRMEOS Work Package 2, OpenEdition Books platform
allows authors to associate publications with their ORCID ID. It promotes a growing standard in the
task of researchers' names disambiguation and improves the visibility of OpenEdition Books
publications.
In order to incorporate the ORCID IDs collection workflow as recommended by the best practices
(ORCID Collect & Call program) OpenEdition has subscribed an ORCID Membership (708 member
organizations overall world-wide). The membership allows OpenEdition to have a write access to
the ORCID API so it can add / delete / update works on identified authors' records. The detailed
comparison between Public and Member API features is described here:
https://ORCID.org/about/membership/comparison
In order to add OpenEdition publications to their ORCID record authors have to create an ORCID
account either from OpenEdition entry point https://www.openedition.org/orcid (Fig. 1) or on
orcid.org. The ORCID entry point is accessible either from clicking on “Add to ORCID” button on
publications' pages or from direct links (Facebook, blog announcements).
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Fig 1: ORCID OpenEdition’s entry point
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After signing in, a search using their ORCID account name is automatically executed. The
publications found are proposed to the user. A user can perform a search with a different first /
last name too. A button “Add to my ORCID” next to a search result allows users to add the
publication to their ORCID record. The search results are paginated to improve the navigation
process and the user is guided through the process with confirmation dialog boxes, to reduce the
possibility of a mistake. The user interface is available in English and French.

Fig. 2: Identified user landing page
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The detailed workflow is as follows:

Fig. 3: ORCID workflow
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The publications added to authors' ORCID records are displayed on their orcid.org page, accessible
accordingly to their record privacy settings (public / private):

Fig. 4: ORCID profile public display
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The ORCID IDs associated to publications are displayed on OpenEdition Books publications pages,
as recommended by ORCID graphics integration chart:

Fig. 5: ORCID display on book page
They are also displayed and can be managed (deleted / updated) on OpenEdition ORCID entry
point private space, which can be accessed after signing in, under “My Documents” tab.
As recommended by ORCID Collect & Call program, OpenEdition back-office stores ORCID IDs
associated to publications (Core Database and Solr search engine), ORCID user sessions and API
calls' logs.

b) Code Base
The developments consisted in the creation of:
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1) a dedicated ORCID Core API for back-office using PHP and MySQL. (Core is a system of APIs
communicating with OpenEdition Lodel applications). The API components feature an integration
of OAuth2 protocol for ORCID Member API identification, read/write to Core Database and Solr
repository, and generating of XML following ORCID API 2.0 message XSD schema.
The API architecture is based on PHP PSR-7 and middleware design pattern.
2) A frontend Javascript library communicating with ORCID Core API via ajax calls and building
OpenEdition ORCID Entrypoint webpage. It uses Jquery and Jquery UI libraries.
The code that may be useful to future developments will be available on Github.

c) Information for OpenEdition Publishers
As the update of the ORCID profile with new publication’s records can only be made by the
authors themselves, a communication plan has been set up in order to incentivize the use of the
new service.
The communication plan tried to reach all OpenEdition users via multiple channels: post on the
OpenEdition’s blog (http://leo.hypotheses.org/13424), adding specific section in the general
ocumentation (http://maisondesrevues.org/896), update of the information pages of the website
(http://www.openedition.org/17989), creation of a flyer containing main information.
Particular effort was made to reach out the publishers and entice them to explain and recommend
to their authors the use of ORCID. OpenEdition’s publishers were invited to video calls: a demo
video showed them the entire frontend process and then a discussion allowed to present more
details about the service provided by OpenEdition.

2.

Funding Data (FundRef)
a) Improvements

OpenEdition Books will collect Funding information, via Crossref’s Funding registry service.
Funders are identified by their name and ID, and a grant number can be associated to a funder. An
OpenEdition item can have one or several funders associated to it.
Funders data is stored in Lodel database.
The workflow is as follows:
On Lodel back-office a redactor click on “Add” button under “Funder” which creates a group of 3
text fields “Funder name”, “Funder ID” and “Grant Number”:
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Fig. 6: Funder field in Lodel
The “Funder Name” field has an auto-complete feature provided by Crossref Funding Registry API:

Fig. 7: Funder auto-completion
On funder selection, the Funder ID field is filled automatically and Grant Name field has to be filled
manually.
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Stored funder information will be incorporated into metadata to be transmitted to Crossref using
DOI update service.

b) Code Base
The back-office code is implemented as a Lodel plugin and the front-office is a Javascript library.

V.

Lessons Learnt
A. Managerial

Hirmeos project is mainly a technical project, which involves many participants and platforms,
many technologies and environments. The communication between all actors needs to be
constant and targeted. Tools like Slack, which has been used for this project, enhances this
communication and collaboration, but traditional means of coordination are also necessary. More
specifically it would be helpful both technically and managerially for the team to have weekly
30min calls for coordination of the work done, and the work due.

B. Technical
GUP
•

•

The Göttingen University uses in other contexts DataCite DOI for the identification of
publications. As we use CrossRef DOI for the first time we realized that different agencies
(CrossRef and DataCite) have different registration procedures and offer different services
based on DOI. As a consequence service provider has to implement automatic DOI
registration multiple times (i.e. separate code is needed for each agency). Furthermore
researcher do not know about these differences. They only want to have DOIs for their
publications and expect certain services based on them. Implementing the expected
services service provider have to identify the registration agency of the DOI and to offer
the services for all cases behind the scene. From the point of view of the providers it would
be very desirable for the agencies to unify their registration procedures and DOI-based
services.
Since the FundRef funder list is 2.5 MB large we suspected performance problems with
loading the list for autocompletion. Fortunately this have been not proved, it takes 37ms
which is acceptable.

OE
ORCID ID features integration can be easily transposed to other OpenEdition platforms: journals,
blogs. It was done at the same time as the Books platform integration.
Problems encountered
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ORCID website has a very good documentation containing API specifications, integration
guidelines, graphic chart, XSD schemas, code examples.
Some points complicated integration however:
•

There are currently 1.0 and 2.0 active versions of message xml schema. So, browsing
through documentation and code examples the developer has to pay attention to this. The
latest 2.0 version has also less code examples and is more complex. There is also little, if
any, PHP integration code examples.

•

When posting XML to the API, error debugging messages are often not very
informative. Errors may be format related (ex. improper tag placement) or content related
(ex. An item should be part-of an ISSN and not a self-related to an ISSN).
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